SURVIVOR : MADAGASCAR - Episode 2.
"A Penis Isn't An Addon Of Intelligence"

PREVIOUSLY ON SURVIVOR MADAGASCAR: 16 strangers were divided into two tribes and accepted the challenge of living 39 days out of their comfort. Some will enjoy it and some might regret it. They all here for one goal : winning and become a millionaire. After an uncommon reward challenge, the Ireos entered in a war, that had two queens : Land-Amanda vs. Land-Lawrence, and the war was won by Amanda as Lawrence ended up being voted out. In the Niharam's tribe, it seems clear where the persona non grata is : Bingo is being hated by all his tribe for having cheated in the first reward challenge, that they won...but lost. Bingo is determined to save himself by finding the hidden immunity idol, but will he? Not so sure.

--

NIGHT 3. IREO's CAMP.

Davia: It was amazing.
Amanda: I loved the conclusion of this tribal.
Nadia: I wonder who voted me out. I bet on... you, Hugo.
Hugo: Me ?
Nadia: Yes, you..
Hugo: Well. I did vote you out, but I knew it was a blank vote.
Nadia: Oh ok.
Hugo: I mean, we all knew the elimination was between Lawrence and Amanda.
Nadia: And you knew by voting anyone else than Amanda and Lawrence would directly convert Lawrence as the voted out, so why not just voting directly for her ?
Hugo: I'm a complicated guy.
Nadia: Yah... It seems.

DR:
Nadia (Ireo): I don't trust Hugo at all! I feel like he threw my name so I'm a target for the next tribal council. That sneaky bastard will pay me back! If it's not me, then Karma will!
-
Hugo (Ireo): I admit Nadia bothers me, she's too present at the camp, she's everywhere, she expresses her opinion way too much and way too loud. I know it's gonna be hard to get rid of her, but time by time, little by little, I'm going to make sure she gets hated by the whole tribe ! It's a game, I'm here to play and only my cheer would stop me.

DAY 4. IREO's TRIBE.

Nadia: Good morning!
Hugo: Hi...

Most of the tribe is reunited.

Nadia: What happened ?
Amanda: It seems the fire went gone during the night, and... we don't know where the flint is.
Nadia: No way?
Liam: I got the same reaction as you, Nadia. I mean, what happened ? How is it possible ?
Zack: I'm a bit stunned that we lost the flint. We are loosers if we really did lose it!
Nadia: Oh my gosh... no way no way!
Amanda: It's been an hour we're looking for it, unfindable.

DR:
Amanda (Ireo): The fire went gone during the night, while we were sleeping, and we don't know where the flint is. It's pretty bad for us to survive in these conditions, I don't know how we are going to make it!
-
Nadia (Ireo): How is it possible ? I don't understand... I'm a bit surprised with this tribe, I thought we were winners, we were good, but I realize we are not winners and we are not good ! 

Zack to Amanda: Do you regret not having been voted out now that we stay without fire ?
Amanda: I'm tempted to say yes, but absolutely not! I came here to survive, I knew it wasn't going to be easy you know ?
Zack: Absolutely.
Amanda: We'll find another way to make fire, even if it's still hard though.

DR:
Zack (Ireo): I feel like Amanda tries to look good with everyone since she came back from tribal council. She got three votes last night, she knows she's not in a good position. 

ISLE OF REWARD CHALLENGE.

"Niharam's tribe is already there. Jeff tells them to look at the new Ireo's tribe, that lost a member. Niharam is pretty surprised to see that Lawrence was voted out".

Jonas: She seemed pretty strong. Wow.
Clémensia: What the hell has happened ?
Bingo: Probably something most of us are gonna experience. Some good blindisde.

"The Ireo's tribe and Niharam's tribe listen to Jeff that is going to explain to them how the reward challenge is going to be played!"

Jeff: Each tribe will split into pairs, one pair from each tribe will fight to move a giant ball across the field and into their goal. First tribe to score three goals wins reward. Wanna know what you are playing for ?
Castaways: Yeeees.
Jeff: Tarps and spices, but also blankets and pillows, that will definitely improve your life at camp! --Niharam's tribe, please you must decide two members of your tribe that will not compete in the first part of the challenge! Ireo's tribe, you must decide one member not to compete in the first part of the challenge!

Nathalie (Niharam): Huberta and I will not compete first.
Jeff: Alright. Ireo ?
Zack: We decided that Davia won't compete.
Jeff: Okay. Let's get ready for the challenge!

---

Jeff: First pairs. Niharam's : Bingo and Marie versus Ireo's : Hugo and Liam. Are you ready ??!! GO!!

"The pairs are fighting and moving the giant ball in order to score the first point. Bingo and Marie seem to have it complicated while Hugo and Liam seem stronger, in the end, Hugo and Liam (Ireo's tribe) score the point!"

Jeff: Let's go now with Niharam's : Clémensia and Val versus Ireo's : Amanda and Stefan.

"Clémensia and Val seem to fight in a high level in order to score the point but Amanda and Stefan haven't said their last word and are willing to score it too! It' seems pretty tense and pretty tie, but in the end Clémensia and Val (Niharam's tribe) score the point! It's 1-1".

Jeff: Ok, 1-1. Let's go now with Niharam's : Jonas and Mike versus Ireo's : Zack and Nadia.

"Nadia is pushing alone the giant ball while Zack is taking a little elent to run over the giant ball so he gets more strenght to push it, but Jonas and Mike are getting advance and are close to win. Zack and Nadia are pushing hard, and it seems only one mistake will make one of the pair loose! In the end, Mike and Jonas (Niharam's tribe) have been stronger, and score the point! It's 2-1 for NIHARAM!"

Jeff: 2-1 !!! If Niharam scores another point, they'll be winner of the challenge! Ireo needs to start a new strategy if they want to have more chances of winning this challenge! Let's go  with Niharam's : Nathalie and Huberta versus Ireo's : Nadia and Davia.

"Nadia and Davia get beated real quick and Nathalie and Huberta have no difficulty to score the point !"

Jeff: NIHARAM wins reward with 3 to 1 !!! Congratulations ! You win tarps, spices, pillows and blankets! IREO, I got nothing for you!

DR: 
Hugo (Ireo): We lost the reward challenge, Nadia played twice and twice's lost! She definitely is not a good competitor, and I'm gonna try to sell that to the rest of the tribe so she can be to be out next !
-
Bingo (Niharam): We won the reward! I'm so happy for my tribe, so obviously there were no way to cheat, but I'm glad to see happy faces in the tribe, even though I still know I'm the main target in case of a tribal council!

NIHARAM's TRIBE.

The tribe is enjoying their winning, blankets, tarps, pillows. Bingo seems to look everywhere around him, in a discreet way, he tries to see under the pillos and inside the pillows if there isn't some note. And he finds one that he grabs and quickly hides in his pocket.

DR:
Bingo (Niharam): I found the clue to the hidden immunity idol! I was sure there was going to be a note somewhere, I think it's a recurrent thing and I 'm so glad that I'm the one who found it, because I'm the one who needs it the most ! I feel smart for having thought about it while the others just thought about enjoying the new things we had. Somehow it is a logical thing, I'm the most in danger, so I'm the most in a situation of trying to survive, and I have to go for all the solutions, I'm so glad this solution is a good one!

Bingo is escaping discreetly to the woods, and trying to find the idol. Will he find it ? That's the question. While the others enjoy the reward.

Jonas: How many blankets we got ?
Clémensia: We got only five.
Marie: Um. Five is pretty good actually!
Clémensia: You think ?
Marie: Yeah. I do ! I really do think it's good!
Clémensia: Ok...

DR:
Clémensia (Niharam): I don't like how Marie tries to give her opinion in the way to sound like she's smarter than everyone and like she's superior. We're equal, all of us. She should stop using this act. It's not good for her.
-
Marie (Niharam): Clémensia is a real complainer. I don't think I can handle it in a long term. She sees devil where there no needs to see it. She creates her own reality, her own truth, and it's a reality and truth of dramas, I'm not sure it could help our tribe to go further in this game!

In the woods, Bingo has found the hidden immunity idol!

Bingo (whispering): BINGOOOO! I cant believe it! I found the IDOOOOOOL !!! YAY MOMMA!!!

DR:
Bingo (Niharam): This is an immunity idol. I can use it for myself or for anyone, I'm definitely going to use it for myself, I'm the most in the need right now. I'm so glad because it will help to change the game a little more ! 
[Bingo starts having tears, and crying]
Bingo: I have been living a bit of a hell these days, I was really the persona non grata, and I'm so happy to find this idol that will help me survive at least one tribal council ! I want to make proud my family, my friends, I wanted to play for them, plus for me, and I was doubting to make them proud when I cheated in the first reward challenge... I'm so sorry. :\

DAY 6 - NIHARAM's TRIBE.

Jonas: Good morning!
Marie: Hey, what's up ?
Jonas: I can't stand Huberta's snorring anymore!
Marie: I knoooow right?! She's such...  like a pig you know (laughs).

DR:
Jonas (Niharam): Huberta is more annoying when she's asleep than when she makes us a huge speech about christianism. I prefer when she makes us a huge speech about christianism ;)

Marie: How much have you been single ?
Jonas: Almost five months !
Marie: OH. Really ?
Jonas: Yeah.
Marie: And... also five months that...
Jonas: That... ?
Marie: (laughs) nothing, just forget it !
Jonas: Why ? (laughs)
Marie: It's... embarrassing to ask, I just realize it now.
Jonas: You sure ?
Marie: Yes. :)
Jonas: Ok.

DR:
Marie (Niharam): I wanted to ask to Jonas if it also have been five months since he didn't have sex with anyone. I know I'm a bit crazy in my head, I think I'm not alone in my head, you know..., thankfully I realized how embarrassing it would be to ask him.
-
Jonas (Niharam): Marie is a gorgeous girl, she has a lot of charm. It's day six, and when I compare Marie to the other females, she's just... so fresh. And apart from her beauty, she has so many qualities that I find so important !

IREO's TRIBE.

Nadia is enjoying the sun in the ocean, while Hugo is chatting with some members of the tribe in the shelter.
Hugo: You guys saw how bad Nadia was with the reward challenge ?
Stefan: She was catastrophic !
Hugo: And you guys saw how she gives so bad energy to the group ?
Amanda: I'm sorry but I can't let you say that.
Hugo: Why not ?
Amanda: Because, I don't think it's true. She cares about all of us. She has such a big heart.
Hugo: Mmmm.
Davia: I agree with Amanda on this. She has a big heart, she just cares too much about us and she wants to do things good, and wants to protect us by voicing her opinion.
Hugo: Mmm ok.
Liam: Guys I'm gonna be honest with you! I really think Nadia is the dangerous enemy number one in this tribe! She's too smart ! She already got you Amanda, and Davia!
Zack: I agree with Liam, Hugo and Stefan. Sorry.
Amanda: It's ok... 

DR:
Hugo (Ireo): My plan of destruction against Nadia is working perfectly. I feel pretty confident, I think she definitely is the next going out at Tribal Council!
-
Amanda (Ireo): Boys will always support boys. I think it's some cowardness. They'll never try to support a woman. They'll not make any effort to understand a woman.

Amanda goes to see Nadia to tell her to be careful with Hugo. Nadia says she knows already.
Nadia: I'm well aware of Hugo's strategy. Since he voted me at Tribal, I know what he tries to do! The thing is .. I don't reall y understand why!
Amanda: Apparently you talk too much and try to control too many things. 
Nadia: It's funny, because look at them, in the shelter. If I wasn't here to control some few things, there would be no shelter, can you agree with me on that ?
Amanda: I totally agree with you! And I tried to defend you there, but they don't want to understand. They are men apparently... Only Davia seems to understand!
Nadia: 21st century.. isn't it pathetic ? Things haven't changed. 
Amanda: I think I'm now able to loose hope. Things will never change. If Earth allows humanity, and men, to live over per example 40th century, things will always stay the same.

DR:
Nadia (Ireo): I considered a few days ago to throw the immunity challenge that is coming in a few hours... But because I thought I was in a comfortable position. Now I realize Hugo isn't that stupid, and has more forces and powers of persuasions than I thought. I don't feel safe at all right now. I'm pretty scared actually.

~ ISLE OF IMMUNITY CHALLENGE ~

"The two tribes arrive in front of Jeff for playing the second immunity challenge of the season".

Jeff: Hi guys! Once again, immunity is back up for grabs! Today, each tribe will compete in a tricky game of cards, everything will not be in your hands for the victory of the immunity. Some will be part of your efforts, and some will be part of the hazard. You will have three puzzles to solve, one puzzle per member of each tribe! Then you'll have to go to the ocean, and get three keys. One of the keys is the good one key to open the gold box, in which lies the immunity. There are six keys in the ocean. Three for each tribe! As I said, the immunity will be due to the hazard somehow. Get ready. We're going to start!

"At Jeff's GO, the two teams run to their teamcolor's puzzles. Bingo, Jonas and Val are doing each a puzzle for their tribe NIHARAM. Hugo, Liam and Stefan are doing each a puzzle for their tribe IREO. Bingo already finished his puzzle in the Niharam's tribe, same for Liam (Ireo). The others are still working on their puzzle. Then Stefan (Ireo) solves the puzzle, only Hugo left so the rest of their team can run over the ocean and get three keys, randomly. In the Niharam's group, it seems like Jonas and Val are a bit late, and have it hard to solve their puzzle. Hugo (Ireo) solves the last puzzle, now all the Ireo's tribe must swim in the ocean, except Hugo, Liam and Stefan, in order to get three keys in the hope of having the good one that opens the gold box, and win immunity. In the side of the Niharam, it seems like Jonas finally succedeed his puzzle, now only Val left."

Val: Do you want to finish it for me ?
Jonas: What ?
Val: I mean I won't get it.
Huberta: Omg. The guy is not serious (sarcastic laughs).
Jonas: I think it's kinda cheating, rules are rules. It's one puzzle per member!
Val: Yeah right.
Jonas: Just focus and everything will be perfect.

DR:
Val (Niharam): I kind of panicked during the immunity challenge, I felt like I was somehow the one responsible for the lateness. Then I made a huge mistake, that cost me time : asking Jonas to finish the puzzle for me. It was so embarrassing, I'm mad at me for this ! 

"Val now finished his puzzle, while the Ireo's tribe is already back in the beach. They're now going to try to open the box with the three keys they have, while, the Niharam's tribe (except Val, Bingo and Jonas) are running over the ocean to get three keys."

DR:
Zack (Ireo): Just imagine how frustrating it is, we were in great advance, we got our three keys first, and yet, we still could get the wrong ones and therefore, we could not win the immunity. I feel it unfair somehow.

"IREO tries the first key, and that does not open the goldbox, they throw the key away, they use the second key, and try to open the goldbox, and it seems like it works! IREO wins immunity!"

Amanda: Yaaaaay :) OMG.
Hugo: Great job guys !!
Nadia: We are such a great team !

Jeff: Congratulations Ireo, you just win immunity and escape from tribal council tonight. Niharam, you have a date with me tonight, one of you will be voted out. Grab your torches and head back to camp !

DR:
Bingo (Niharam): We lost immunity! I feel it very bad for me, but I know I'm safe, because I have a hidden immunity idol that I will definitely use. I will not try to flip the votes, I know they won't listen to me ! I still can try some manipulations. I think per example that Val made it very bad in the challenge !
-
Val (Niharam): The challenge was about our efforts, but also about the hazard. We could have got the right key, and we didn't. I hope the other members of my tribe will see it and wont vote me out. I think I'm still a strength for the challenges!

NIHARAM's CAMP.

Jonas: It was a great challenge, and we all made it right, ok ? 
Val: I'm so sorry guys. I think there was some hazard but I shouldn't have asked you about helping me finish it.
Marie: I'm sure we all understand you Val; It was just the pressure.

DR:
Marie (Niharam): I definitely think that Val is part of our loss, even though there was some hazard in the challenge. I'm not really pissed at him, because as I said, there was some hazard, but I feel he's getting weak days after days. Maybe we should vote him out.

In the beach/water.
Marie: I'm gonna be honest with you, we all want you out.
Bingo: I know !
Marie: I feel like Val should go, he's getting weaker, and YOU, proved in that challenge that you were pretty strong. You finished the puzzle very quickly compared to the other two.
Bingo: I agree. What's up in your mind ?
Marie: Well. I could convince Jonas to vote Val out, but it will make three votes against him, and the rest against you, so you would be out anyways, and Jonas and I would have a huge target on us.
Bingo: You know what ? Don't even bother. Just vote like them. I know I'm done anyways. I'm a bit sad but I feel like they just are blinded by their hate, and about a little mistake I've made in the first reward challenge.
Marie: They aren't open people. I know. So you think I should just do like all of them ?
Bingo: Absolutely. Don't put a useless target on yourself.

DR:
Bingo (Niharam): I clearly know Marie wants Val out. I want them all to vote me out, because before the immunity challenge, it's what they agreed on, I'm just gonna use my idol, and blindisde them, and specifically, blindside one of them that is going to be voted out :D

"NIHARAM takes their torches and go to tribal"

NIHARAM is in the tribal council. Jeff asks them to get fire for their torch. Fire in this game represents their lives.

Jeff: So it's your first tribal council. Why do you guys think you are here ?
Clémensia: I think it's due to the hazard.
Nathalie: And a bit, because of Val..
Val: Thank you, Nathalie.
Nathalie: I'm just being honest.
Val: Right.
Jeff: So, Valentin, you don't feel responsible for the loss ?
Val: I do, just a little, but I think as Clémensia said, it was mainly due to the hazard. If we had the lead, but got the wrong keys, what would have happened ?
Jeff: That's a good question, Val. Always expect a twist! Who knows what would have happened... ;)
Val: Are you saying if we got the lead and the wrong keys we could have had a way to still get another chance ?
Jeff: Bingo, how do you feel with the group ? 
Bingo: I feel pretty bad, Jeff. Most of the group is still locked about my little cheat in the reward challenge of Day 1.
(Clémensia rolls her eyes)
Jeff: Really ? Clémensia do you agree ?
Clémensia: Well. Somehow it's true, but we have reasons ! And not reason, without an s.
Jeff: Ok. Explain to us.
Clémensia: I think Bingo is very dangerous, he's aggressive, he cheated, we lost some comfort, and he didn't make anything to fix that. It was like he didn't care. I'm sorry but it's hard to trust someone like this.
Jeff: Anyone else agrees with Clémensia ?
Nathalie: I agree with Clémensia.
Huberta: I agree too!
Jeff: Wow. Okay, so it seems you're a bit of a looser with girls, Bingo.
Bingo: I am. It seems only Marie has some intelligence here.
Huberta: Are you saying we are stupid ?
Bingo: Oh, did I think it loudly?
Jeff: OK. It's time to vote !

"The Niharam Tribe goes to vote one by one"

Huberta: *voting Bingo* A penis isn't an addon of intelligence dear.

"Once everybody voted, Jeff goes get the votes and comes back".

Jeff: If anybody has a hidden immunity idol and you want to play it now would be the time to do so...

"Everyone is looking around, and around Bingo. Bingo does the same, then smile and decides to open his bag".

Bingo: JEFF !

"Everyone is in shock".

Huberta: OH, fuck.
Clémensia: I don't believe it. How ??

"Bingo gets up, and gives the idol to Jeff then comes back to his sit"

Marie: I love this game.
Mike: Annoying...

"Jeff examinates the idol"

Jeff: This, is, a hidden immunity idol. Any votes cast for Bingo, will not count.
Bingo: :D :D :D
Nathalie: ...
Clémensia: ...
Huberta: ...

Jeff: I read the votes !

Jeff: First vote... : "Bingo" (will not count)

Jeff: Second vote... : "Bingo" (will not count)

Jeff: Third vote... : "Bingo" (will not count)

"Bingo is smiling, enjoying this moment."

Jeff: Fourth vote... : "Bingo" (will not count)

Jeff: Fifth vote... : "Bingo" (will not count)

Jeff: Sixth vote... : "Bingo" (will not count)

Jeff: Seventh vote... : "Bingo" (will not count)

"Everyone is waiting for the last vote, that they assume is Bingo's vote, that will directly determine who's the one voted out"

Jeff: Eighth and last vote... and second person voted out of Survivor Madagascar... : "Clémensia". You need to bring me your torch.

"Marie and Bingo are smiling"

Bingo: Next time, you'll think twice before hating someone just for hating.
Marie: I really love this game.

Jeff: Clémensia. The tribe has spoken.

"Jeff turns off her torch".

Jeff: Time for you to go.

"Clémensia is going"
---------------------------------------------------
Who voted who:
Bingo: Clémensia
Clémensia: Bingo
Huberta: Bingo
Jonas: Bingo
Marie: Bingo
Mike: Bingo
Nathalie: Bingo
Valentin: Bingo

